The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers

Starting: kskgen (at Wed Jun 16 21:19:06 2010 UTC)
The HSM /opt/dnssec/aep.hsmconfig?
HSM /opt/dnssec/aep.hsmconfig activated.
setenv KEYPER_LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/dnssec
setenv PKCS11_LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/Keyper/PKCS11Provider/pkcs11.GCC4.0.2.so.4.07
Found 1 slots on HSM /opt/Keyper/PKCS11Provider/pkcs11.GCC4.0.2.so.4.07
HSM slot 0 included
Loaded /opt/Keyper/PKCS11Provider/pkcs11.GCC4.0.2.so.4.07 Slot=0
HSM Information:
  Label:          ICANNKSK
  ManufacturerID: AEP Networks
  Model:          Keyper Pro 0405
  Serial:         K6002013

Generating 2048 bit RSA keypair...
Created keypair labeled "Kjqmt7v"

SHA256 DS resource record and hash:
  . IN DS 19036 8 2 49AAC11D7B6F646702E54A1607371607A1A41855200FD2CE1CDEE32F24E8FB5
  >> deckhand pedigree snapline breakaway kickoff hemisphere flytrap detergent guidance coherence eating outfielder facial hurricane hamlet fontitude keyboard Bradbury cranky l eprosy Dupont adroitness willow Chicago tempest sandalwood tactics component uproot distortion payday positive <<

Created CSR file "Kjqmt7v.csr":
  O: ICANN
  OU: IANA
  CN: Root Zone KSK 2010-06-16T21:19:24+00:00
  1.3.6.1.4.1.1000.53: . IN DS 19036 8 2 49AAC11D7B6F646702E54A1607371607A1A41855200FD2CE1CDEE32F24E8FB5
  E1CDEE32F24E8FB5

Kjqmt7v.csr SHA256 thumbprint and hash:
  401120C172BA100B29ABF2D01332399535BA0F9C71DB5997232C5EBD608D2
  >> crackdown Babylon bison recover highchair bravado adroitness sawdust supportive rhythm vagabond stagnate barbecue checkup corporate preclude conformist shadow atmosphere python hideaway suspense supportive waffle holiness checkup resistor trouble speculate aimless sensation <<

Unloaded /opt/Keyper/PKCS11Provider/pkcs11.GCC4.0.2.so.4.07 Slot=0

http://icann.org